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Name: ____________________________________________ ***PLEASE BRING ON TESTING DAY***

Teacher/Grade:____________________________________

3RD GRADE KNOWLEDGE-A-THON

1. What is your address (street, city, state & zip)? ___________________________________________

___________________________________________

2. What is your telephone number (with area code)? ___________________________________________

3. What is a word that names a person, place or thing? Noun

4. What is a verb? An action word

5. What do we call words that are opposites, such as 
hot and cold?

Antonyms

6. What is a book called based upon a person's life? Biography

7. Name TWO different types of texts. Books, articles, ebooks, newspapers, blogs, 
websites

8. In fairy tales, what numbers are often repeated? 3's and 7's

9. In poetry what do you call a group of lines? Stanza

10. What is dialogue in a story? Character talking

11. How many seconds are in a minute? 60

12. How many minutes are in one hour? 60

13. How many hours are in one day? 24

14. How many days are in one year? 365/366 leap year

15. How many feet are in one yard? 3

16. How many inches are in one foot? 12

17. What is the answer in a multiplication problem 
called?

Product
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18. What is the answer in a division problem called? Quotient

19. What is the number on top of a fraction called? Numerator

20. How many states are there in the United States of 
America?

50

21. Name TWO of the 7 continents. Africa, Antartica, Asia, Australia, Europe, North 
America, South America

22. On which continent do we live? North America

23. Name ONE of the four large oceans. Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, Arctic

24. What imaginary line on the globe is halfway 
between the North Pole and the South Pole?

The equator

25. What is a hemisphere? Half of a sphere or half the globe of the Earth

26. Name an animal that helps pollinate flowers. Bees, insects, butterflies, birds

27. When two magnets push away from each other it is 
called _________.

Repel

28. Name a type of cloud. Cumulus, cumulonimbus, stratus, stratonimbus

29. How many hours of sleep does a third-grader 
need?

10-12 hours

30. Name THREE body basics you do when someone 
says "Give me 5".

1. Sit up tall
2. Look at the speaker
3. Mouth closed
4. Listening ears
5. Hands and fee quiet

31. What are the 3 expectations at Houdini? Work Hard, Be Yourself, Do the Right Thing

32. What is cooperation? Working together

33. Name ONE of the warm colors on the color wheel. Red, orange, yellow

34. Name ONE of the cool colors on the color wheel. Green, blue, purple
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35. What is this rhythm? "ti-ti" or eighth notes

36. What is this rhythm? "ti-ri-ti-ri" or sixteenth notes

37. Name ONE of the 5 food groups. Fruit, vegetables, grains, dairy, protein

38. If your team is on offense, the other team is on 
_____________.

Defense

39. What does empathy mean? Putting yourself in someone else's shoes

40. What is ONE thing Ms. Aliota HAS to report?
                

If someone is hurting you, if you plan on hurting 
someone else, if you plan to hurt yourself


